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For years, the collection of DNA samples from individuals arrested for criminal misconduct has been advocated by police officials and endorsed by politicians. Louisiana, Virginia, California, and South Dakota have adopted laws to add DNA profiles derived from these samples to their DNA databases. Texas provides for DNA to be taken after indictment but before conviction. Although the U.S. Department of Justice initially shied away from the issue, the DNA Fingerprint Act of 2005 authorizes the collection of DNA from individuals arrested for violations of certain Federal criminal laws, and the inclusion in the national DNA database of all profiles from states that type DNA prior to conviction.

But are these laws constitutional? In an article in a previous issue of this journal, and reprinted in this issue, Professor Tracey Maclin concludes that fidelity to precedent should lead the Supreme Court to strike down two of the Louisiana and Virginia laws as violations of the Fourth Amendment. The article succinctly traces the background of some of this legislation, incisively identifies critical issues, and cogently describes the somewhat undisciplined body of Supreme Court case law that constitutes the “special needs exception” to the general rule that police must obtain a judicial warrant based on probable cause before searching the person or property of an individual for evidence of a crime. Yet, in the same breath that Maclin announces “an objective analysis of the statute themselves [sic], when combined with an objective reading of the Court’s precedents, indicates that the statutes should be declared unconstitutional,” he murmurs that “I doubt the Court will strike down the law on Fourth Amendment or any other constitutional grounds” but rather will resort to “a ‘totality’ or ‘general reasonableness’ model [which] is a standardless formula that permits a majority of the Court to do what it pleases without having to justify its result or reasoning under traditional Fourth Amendment doctrine.”

In contrast, this article shows that the Supreme Court’s opinions do not necessarily imply that DNA sampling at the point of arrest is unconstitutional. Neither do they indicate that the only way to uphold the practice is an undisciplined, result-oriented approach to the issue. To explain this different perspective on the question, Part I summarizes Professor Maclin’s
analysis and reveals the point at which his conclusions outstrip his premises. It also explores the analogy he draws between DNA typing and the infrared scanning that was held to be a search in *Kyllo v. United States.* Part II proposes a principled basis for permitting the government to use some systems of DNA sampling both before and after conviction.

I. DNA Sampling and Fourth Amendment Jurisprudence

Professor Maclin’s analysis proceeds in three steps. First, he maintains that “the taking and analyzing of DNA samples is a search.” Second, he contends that “under the Court’s current precedents, forcibly obtaining and testing DNA samples of arrestees, absent judicial authorization or probable cause for the search, cannot be justified under the special needs exception.” Finally, on the basis of these two premises, he concludes that “the statutes should be declared unconstitutional.” Although I shall quibble over some details of the development of the first two points, my major disagreement lies in the final inference. It might be correct, but it does not follow from the first two points. Indeed, if this step in the chain of reasoning were valid, it would also follow that all convicted-offender databases are unconstitutional, for these too do not fit neatly into the special-needs doctrine as recently articulated by the Court. This surprising result also might be correct – for a short time, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals embraced this view – but it is still jarring. At the least, such potent reasoning warrants careful inspection.

I begin with the first point – the proposition that the compulsory sampling of DNA from an individual is a search of the person. I inspect this claim not to show that it is wrong, but only to explore some of the implications and limitations of the potentially far-reaching case of *Kyllo v. United States.*

A. DNA Sampling as a Search

Professor Maclin identifies three factors as determinative in ascertaining whether compulsory DNA sampling should be considered a search that triggers scrutiny under the Fourth Amendment: public exposure, bodily intrusion, and information extracted. This analytical framework has been used before to show that compulsory DNA sampling is a search, but Professor Maclin’s application of it is distinctive. He seems to state that each consideration is individually sufficient to establish that compulsory DNA sampling is a search. However, only the second or third considerations can justify subjecting the procedure to Fourth Amendment scrutiny.

Under existing law, public exposure defeats a reasonable expectation of privacy, insulating the investigative practice from Fourth Amendment scrutiny. If the details of DNA polymorphisms were routinely exposed to the public, detaining an individual would still be a seizure of the person. If the arrest were valid, the individual would have no Fourth Amendment right to resist the state’s demand for a sample of his DNA. This follows from *United States v. Dionisio,* in which the Court upheld a grand jury subpoena for a voice exemplar on the theory that the subpoena itself was not a seizure of the person, and a person’s voice cannot be considered a private matter. The Court explained the second point, which is of interest here, as follows:

> The physical characteristics of a person’s voice, its tone and manner, as opposed to the content of a specific conversation, are constantly exposed to the public. Like a man’s facial characteristics, or handwriting, his voice is repeatedly produced for others to hear. No person can have a reasonable expectation that others will not know the sound of his voice, any more than he can reasonably expect that his face will be a mystery to the world.

But the converse is not true. Nothing acquires Fourth Amendment protection just because it is not repeatedly produced for others to hear or see. Using a magnetometer to locate a gun buried in a national forest is not a search just because the criminal who hid it there did not want it to be exposed.

What makes the Fourth Amendment status of DNA sampling open to question is the fact that it involves a type of information that was beyond the scope of the Fourth Amendment when originally drafted. Unlike the buried gun case, it cannot be resolved simply by referring to property rights. This does not mean that biological material is unprotected, but it does mean that, as with the electronic eavesdropping on a conversation in a public telephone booth in *Katz v. United States,* we must look elsewhere to determine whether the object that the government is seeking to obtain lies within the zone of constitutionally protected privacy. If the procedure is a search, it is either because it invades the person’s body or because the information is itself quite sensitive.

Nevertheless, Professor Maclin concludes his analysis of application of the public-exposure factor with the observation that “DNA testing of arrestees would constitute a search, even if DNA, like heat emanations, is technically exposed to the public.” He seems to arrive at this point on the theory that *Kyllo v. United States* itself establishes that compelling arrestees to give a DNA sample is a search. He writes:
In *Kyllo v. United States*, the Supreme Court ruled that a thermal imaging device directed at a home constituted a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. The Court explained that a search occurs when government agents use sense-enhancing technology to collect any information regarding the interior of a home that could not otherwise be obtained without a physical invasion, “at least where (as here) the technology in question is not in general public use.” Assuming that *Kyllo’s* holding is not limited to the home—where Fourth Amendment concerns have typically been the highest—one can certainly argue that DNA sampling and analysis is sense-enhancing technology that is not in general public use. Therefore, DNA testing of arrestees would constitute a search, even if DNA, like heat emanations, is technically exposed to the public.25

I may be reading too much into this brief passage, but it seems to be saying that just because the biotechnology of DNA profiling reveals features not visible to the naked eye, *Kyllo* indicates that the government’s use of it constitutes a search.26 This reading far outstrips the facts and reasoning of the opinion27 and conflicts with other opinions of the Court.28 The majority took pains not to promulgate the broad principle that using “sense-enhancing technology” to acquire information about an individual is, *ipso facto*, a search. It tied its holding to the historical core of protecting property from physical trespass.29 Thermal imaging was simply a technological substitute for a physical entry. Specifically, the Court wrote:

We think that obtaining by sense-enhancing technology any information regarding the interior of the home that could not otherwise have been obtained without physical “intrusion into a constitutionally protected area”...constitutes a search— at least where (as here) the technology in question is not in general public use. This assures preservation of that degree of privacy against government that existed when the Fourth Amendment was adopted. On the basis of this criterion, the information obtained by the thermal imager in this case was the product of a search.30

To extend this reasoning to DNA sampling, one must not only assume that *Kyllo’s* focus on the home as opposed to other locations is not critical, but also that the technology produces an “intrusion into a constitutionally protected area.” In addition, one must establish that DNA profiling is “not in general public use.”

Given that Professor Maclin makes all three assumptions, it seems worthwhile to pause to see whether they are justified. To begin with, the notion that *Kyllo* extends beyond residential areas is eminently reasonable, even if there is anticlassical language in the opinion.31 Indeed, it is hard to conceive of an acceptable principle that should rigidly confine *Kyllo* to these locations.32

Second, to locate the “constitutionally protected area” implicated in DNA sampling, we must look beyond *Kyllo* to some theory of why there is a reasonable expectation of privacy in the surface of the body or in the information in the cells that are sampled. To maintain the analogy to *Kyllo*, let us imagine that a revolutionary new technology allows police to analyze the structure of the DNA strands coiled in cell nuclei without even touching a person.33 The biochemical data, in other words, are extracted with no physical invasion of the person, just as the infrared emissions from *Kyllo’s* residence were detected without a physical invasion of the premises. Furthermore, what emerges from the bioscanner is just a printout of the STR types used in forensic identification—an arbitrary set of numbers.

To establish that the bioscanner invades a constitutionally protected area, it won’t do simply to say that if a man’s house is his castle, surely a person’s body is his living room (or some such slogan). The reasons that the Fourth Amendment has been applied generously to the home are not the same as those that would justify comparable protection for the body.34 We are almost back to *Dionisio*. When the police photograph an arrestee’s face, they are not engaging in a search. Why should “photographing” the structure of the DNA be any different? What justifies treating the cell nucleus as “a constitutionally protected area?” In the earlier parlance of *Katz*, what gives rise to the “reasonable expectation of privacy” in the STR data? As we shall see, these questions can be answered, but the need to answer them shows that the characterization of both thermal imaging and DNA profiling as forms of sensory enhancement is far from sufficient to establish that DNA profiling of a body constitutes a search.

The final step in a full-fledged *Kyllo* analysis is an inquiry into general public usage. If this phrase is not read narrowly, it could, as Professor David Sklansky has warned, “devour much of the Fourth Amendment.”35 An “objective reading” of the case law, however, inspires little hope for a narrow reading. Magnifying glasses, binoculars, telescopes, and searchlights are not the only instruments that have been classified as being in widespread use.36 In *Dow Chemical Co. v. United States*, the “EPA employed a commercial aerial photographer, using a standard floor-mounted, precision aerial mapping camera, to take photographs of [two power plants in a chemical manufacturing] facility....”37 The Court
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**SYMPOSIUM**
emphasized the availability of the technology to the public. It insisted that “[t]he photographs at issue in this case are essentially like those commonly used in mapmaking. Any person with an airplane and an aerial camera could readily duplicate them.”49 For better or worse, the same is true of STR profiling. The biotechnology is there for any person with a checkbook. A typical advertisement from an international firm called DNA Solutions reads as follows: “Our DNA Tests start at $205 (for testing 3 people), order our FREE Home DNA collection kit now, which has everything you need to collect a DNA sample; (cheek swabs, instructions, simple form, company information, etc.).”40

In short, Maclin’s modest claim that “one can certainly argue that DNA sampling and analysis is sense-enhancing technology that is not in general public use” is undeniable. However, the argument itself has yet to be made convincingly. Professor Maclin’s allusion to it is incomplete because dicta in *Kyllo* state that sense-enhancement and limited public use are not sufficient to render the use of the technology a search. Moreover, the allusion is dubious because the claim that DNA profiling is not in public use is, at worst, false, or at best, in need of refinement or development.

Although *Kyllo* does not seem dispositive, this does not mean that compulsory DNA profiling is outside the reach of the Fourth Amendment. The DNA scanner I have invented is science fiction. The result might well be different with real technology, which requires some cells to be removed from the body. However, I am not trying to show that Maclin’s conclusion is wrong – only that the reliance on *Kyllo* accomplishes very little. The heavy lifting comes from other well known concerns. One is the invasive nature of current collection procedures (mild but real). Under a line of cases involving blood sampling, breathalizers, urine specimens, and nail scrapings, the Court could rely on the dignitary interests related to physical invasions to find that buccal swabbing or saliva sampling for DNA analysis is a *bona fide* Fourth Amendment event.41

Another consideration is the fact that the DNA molecules, if analyzed at certain loci that are not particularly useful for identification, could reveal the existence of rare diseases or indicate a predisposition to more common ones. (Most police laboratories are not equipped to do such testing, but with modifications to existing machinery or protocols, they certainly could.)42 The most powerful argument for Fourth Amendment protection is that the DNA strands have “the potential to reveal a host of private facts.”43 To the extent that the collection, analysis, and storage procedures used in DNA identification databases present a meaningful risk of disclosing information that people have an interest in keeping confidential, Maclin is entirely correct: “taking and analyzing of DNA samples is a search”44 that must be justified as “reasonable” under the Fourth Amendment.45 We turn, then, to the question of reasonableness.

### B. Reasonableness, Special Needs, Multi-Purpose Searches, and Existing Categorical Exceptions

As a general rule, the Court has demanded that searches be based on judicial warrants supported by probable cause.46 But many exceptions to this *per se* rule have developed, from “pat-down” searches for weapons (which require only reasonable suspicion),47 to inventory searches of individuals placed in custody,48 to searches at border crossings,49 to name but a few examples. Different exceptions have different rationales, and one set of cases dispenses with the warrant requirement
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The most powerful argument for Fourth Amendment protection is that the DNA strands have “the potential to reveal a host of private facts.”

“when ‘special needs’ beyond the normal need for law enforcement, make the warrant and probable cause requirement impracticable.”46 Certain programs of compulsory drug testing of Federal employees, for example, have been upheld as reasonable because they serve the government’s special interest as an employer in reducing the use of drugs in its work force or in safeguarding the public with whom these employees deal.47

Precisely which cases belong in the “special needs” camp could be debated. Perhaps “administrative searches” such as inspections of buildings to enforce safety codes should be kept apart.50 For present purposes, however, I shall use “special needs” to denote any system of inspections designed to effectuate goals other than or in addition to catching criminals. In evaluating these systems, the Court typically balances “the individual’s privacy expectations against the Government’s interests to determine whether it is impractical to require a warrant or some level of individualized suspicion in the particular context.”51 This direct balancing approach makes sense on the theory that the *per se* rule against warrantless searches reflects the constitutionally enshrined judgment that the goal of enforcing the criminal law, standing alone, cannot justify unsupervised police searches. When additional or distinct government interests are pursued, the search might be reasonable despite the lack of a warrant and probable
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cause, and “the Court [therefore] undertakes a contemporary balancing of public needs and private interests to enforce the reasonableness requirement.”

Many lower courts have repulsed Fourth Amendment forays against DNA databanking laws for convicted offenders on the basis of the special-needs exception. However, as Professor Maclin emphasizes, the Court has cut back on this exception by blocking its extension to programs whose “primary purpose” is the enforcement of criminal law. This primary-purpose limitation on the special-needs exception can be found in the majority opinions in *Indianapolis v. Edmond* and *Ferguson v. City of Charleston.* In *Edmond,* the Court held that highway roadblocks combined with drug-sniffing dogs “whose primary purpose is the discovery and interdiction of illegal narcotics” violate the Fourth Amendment. In *Ferguson,* the Court considered a public hospital’s program of testing urine samples from pregnant patients for drugs to build criminal cases against the women that would induce them to accept substance-abuse treatment. Because “the immediate objective of the searches was to generate evidence for law enforcement purposes,” the Court determined that the program could not be sustained under the special-needs doctrine, and remanded for a determination of whether the patients consented to the searches.

The logic of the primary-purpose limitation is not entirely clear, and whether it will prove workable in multi-purpose search cases remains to be seen, but this development has pulled the rug out from under special-needs balancing for DNA databanks. The convicted-offender databases exist primarily to facilitate the identification of the perpetrators of sexual assaults, murders, and many other crimes. They have some secondary uses, such as identifying missing persons or disaster victims, but criminal investigation is their raison d’être. Professor Maclin’s research confirms that this is also the case for arrestee databases. He notes that the sponsors of two DNA-on-arrest laws argued that the practice would protect the public by identifying some serial rapists or murderers before they complete additional rapes or murders. He also notes that the director of one crime laboratory in Louisiana stated, “[t]here’s no doubt in my mind that with arrestee testing…four lives would have been saved. If we had proper arrestee information, [Lee] would have been arrested after the first case.” The same logic has been invoked by the cosponsor of the recently adopted Federal legislation, who pointed to “[a] recent case study produced by the City of Chicago” that found that thirty-one rapes and thirty-two murders “would have been prevented” had DNA from arrestees been checked against crime-scene DNA profiles.

Thus, it appears that Maclin is on firm ground in concluding that the special-needs doctrine (as the Court has most recently articulated it) is a poor fit to DNA databases. Less persuasive, however, is the assertion that “the special needs cases…forbid searches that promote criminal law interests.” If one is intent on climbing a mountain, the fact that one route is blocked does not mean that all routes are impassable. The special-needs cases constitute an exception to the warrant requirement—they are one route to a constitutional policy. *Edmond* and *Ferguson* tell us that this route is impassable when the primary purpose of the search is to produce evidence for criminal prosecution. This exception to an exception does not bar all other routes.

As such, it is quite a jump from the proposition that the special-needs exception does not apply to the further conclusion that these databases cannot fairly be reconciled with the Fourth Amendment. Maclin’s “objective analysis” takes the Supreme Court’s cases as a closed set with more or less determinate boundaries. It offers the Court the trichotomy of declaring DNA sampling on arrest to be unconstitutional, upholding the constitutionality of DNA sampling under the special-needs cases, or upholding its constitutionality in an unjustified and ad hoc fashion. He has a point. Many courts have resorted to what looks like ad hoc balancing of the sort that Maclin denigrates as “standardless” to sustain convicted-offender databases. Without adequately explaining why, they either have abandoned the notion that there needs to be a categorical exception to the warrant requirement, or they have created a sui generis exception for convicted-offender DNA databases. These courts maintain that the DNA data are extremely useful in preventing and investigating crime; while the bodily intrusion is minimal, the personal information only reveals individual identity, and the individual’s status as a convicted criminal diminishes his privacy. In this way, they have upheld taking DNA after conviction. There is, however, a fourth alternative—upholding the constitutionality of at least some systems of DNA sampling on the basis of a “biometric identification” exception to the warrant requirement. Part II argues for such an exception.

**II. The Biometric Identification Exception**

**A. Defining the Exception**

The Supreme Court has never approved the practice of fingerprinting suspects in the course of booking. It has never considered whether other methods of collecting and recording anthropomorphic data on arrestees are constitutional. It has, however, intimated that these practices do not infringe the Fourth Amendment. In *Davis v. Mississippi,* “police, without warrants, took at least 24 Negro youths to police headquarters where
they were questioned briefly, fingerprinted, and then released without charge. 72 Their fingerprints “were sent to the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington, D.C., for comparison with the latent prints taken from the window of the victim’s house. The FBI reported that [Davis]’s prints matched those taken from the window.”73 This identification “was admitted in evidence at trial, over petitioner’s timely objections that the fingerprints should be excluded as the product of an unlawful detention.”74 The Supreme Court ultimately reversed the resulting conviction because even “[d]etentions for the sole purpose of obtaining fingerprints are . . . subject to the constraints of the Fourth Amendment”75 and “the detention at police headquarters . . . was not authorized by a judicial officer . . . .”76

Nevertheless, the Court regarded the fingerprinting for the purpose of generating evidence in a criminal case as such a minimal intrusion on privacy that it might justify detaining a suspect without probable cause. Speaking for the Court, Justice Brennan explained that:

Detention for fingerprinting may constitute a much less serious intrusion upon personal security than other types of police searches and detentions. Fingerprinting involves none of the probing into an individual’s private life and thoughts that marks an interrogation or search. Nor can fingerprint detention be employed repeatedly to harass any individual, since the police need only one set of each person’s prints. Furthermore, fingerprinting is an inherently more reliable and effective crime-solving tool than eyewitness identifications or confessions and is not subject to such abuses as the improper line-up and the “third degree.” Finally, because there is no danger of destruction of fingerprints, the limited detention need not come unexpectedly or at an inconvenient time.77

These dicta suggest that the Supreme Court would uphold compulsory acquisition of biometric data78 from a person when the process is not physically or mentally invasive, when the data are useful primarily to link individuals to crime scenes or to establish the true identity of a given individual, and when the data are valid, reliable, and effective for this purpose. In these circumstances, harms to individuals (outside of the prospect of criminal prosecution based on adequate evidence) and the benefits of judicial review are minor;79 hence, the balance between individual privacy and government interests points to the reasonableness of the collection and use of the identifying data without a judicial warrant.80

Doctrinally, one can reach the result by regarding the biometric testing as either an investigative practice that is not a Fourth Amendment event (not a “search”), or as a search that is reasonable.81 It is reasonable, not because of ad hoc balancing, but because an entire category of government conduct is acceptable regardless of the details of the case. Defining a categorical exception for biometric data collection and use is hardly “a ‘Good for This Day and Train Only’ theory.”82 At the same time, the exception is narrow, and it relieves the pressure to dismiss as non-searches all sorts of data-gathering procedures that are plainly “searches” in the ordinary-language sense of the word83 and to diminish the scope of the Fourth Amendment as search technologies become less physically invasive and diffuse into public usage.84 It would not encompass polygraphy even though this procedure relies on biometrics.85 It would not countenance systems of surveillance cameras combined with automated recognition systems to follow the movements of specific individuals everywhere they go.86 The surveillance aspect of the biometrics exception is confined to sporadic determinations of an individual’s whereabouts. An automated search of the FBI’s criminal fingerprint database can produce candidates who might have left the latent print found at a crime scene. That is one invasion of what I have called “spatial anonymity,”87 but it is not the Orwellian vision that motivates some of the criticism of current Fourth Amendment doctrine.

B. Applying the Exception to DNA Sampling and Databasing

Suppose, then, that compulsory DNA sampling is considered a Fourth Amendment search – either because of the manner of the sampling (blood is withdrawn from the body, the inside of the cheek is swabbed, or the like) or because the information content of the DNA molecule is thought to warrant this result (a criterion that departs somewhat from current doctrine).88 Suppose, further, that the special-needs exception cannot sustain the practice because of the primary-purpose limitation on the exception. Can the system nevertheless be deemed reasonable under the limited and distinct biometric exception to the warrant requirement?89 The proposed exception requires three inquires:

With sufficient DNA privacy safeguards in place, an arrestee DNA database could fall within the biometric exception to the warrant requirement.
1. The process is not physically or mentally invasive. The physical intrusion needed for DNA sampling is minimal, especially if the surface of the skin is not penetrated, and no mental probing is involved.

2. The data are useful primarily to link individuals to crime scenes or to establish the true identity of a given individual. The loci used in identification databases are not socially or medically significant. Whether the label “junk DNA” is apt is not important. The pivotal fact is that the few STR loci that are now in use reveal nothing about propensities to disease, behavioral traits, or the like. Of course, the samples themselves encode more sensitive information. If they are retained—a practice that I have questioned elsewhere—strong safeguards would have to be in place to satisfy this condition of the biometric exception.

3. The data are valid, reliable, and effective for linking individuals to crime scenes or establishing the true identity of a given individual. The validity and reliability of DNA identification are no longer in contention. Indeed, the base of scientific research on these matters far exceeds that of fingerprinting.

Effectiveness is more complicated. DNA data provide one well-studied mechanism for authentication (establishing the true identity of a given individual), More to the point, they are, in Justice Brennan’s words, “inherently more...effective...than eyewitness identifications or confessions” in placing a given individual at the scene of the crime. However, it is also appropriate to consider “effectiveness” in a broader sense. The major value of DNA databases lies in reducing serious crime. DNA sampling on arrest can do this in two ways. First, an arrestee’s profile can be compared to a database of trace evidence DNA profiles from unsolved crimes. This can be called a “one-to-many” database query in that one arrestee’s DNA record is compared to the many records in the database of trace evidence. A “cold hit” could result in continued pretrial detention, prosecution, and conviction for the unsolved crime. Second, even if no unsolved-crime database exists, the arrestee’s profile can be included in a database of DNA records of arrestees. DNA found at a crime scene or on a victim in an unsolved case could be analyzed and compared to all the potential offender records. This can be called a “many-to-one” query in that the many arrestee records are compared to the one trace-evidence profile. A “hit” in the arrestee database could help solve the new case. However the “hit” comes about, this enhancement in crime-fighting is the major interest that courts have invoked to uphold convicted-offender databanking and that the proponents of arrestee DNA sampling have advanced. As we have just seen, it runs in two directions. An arrestee who commits crimes after being booked might be linked to those crimes, and an arrestee who has committed other crimes before being arrested might be linked to those past crimes.

Hard data on this type of effectiveness is hard to come by. As noted, some unpublished reports have pointed to instances in which rapes or murders could have been prevented, but no systematic analysis of effectiveness has been conducted in those states that have begun to collect DNA from arrestees. Nevertheless, DNA is probably a more effective form of trace evidence than fingerprints. It can be recovered from many crime scenes or victims, and the numerical STR data lends itself to efficient database queries. In sum, with sufficient privacy safeguards in place, an arrestee DNA database could fall within the biometric exception to the warrant requirement.

C. The Supreme Court and the Biometric Identification Exception

Although Davis plants the seed for a generic biometric exception to the warrant requirement, no courts and few commentators have seen fit to discuss it. Professor Maclin’s otherwise comprehensive article preterms it. Likewise, a recent article by Professor Sandra Carnahan, which insists that “[t]he only logical conclusion is that the national law enforcement DNA database [for convicted offenders] is unconstitutional,” dismisses it in a few sentences:

Given its current constitutional infirmities, however, maintaining CODIS would likely call for the Supreme Court to create a new category of suspicionless searches. Certainly, the Supreme Court may, given the opportunity, create another exception to the Fourth Amendment’s warrant preference. As Professor Kaye notes: “[T]he existing exceptions to the warrant requirement are not ancient specimens of an extinct species frozen in amber. They are living creations whose structures continue to evolve and whose number is not fixed.” Nonetheless, the Court has not created a new exception to the Fourth Amendment in decades, and would likely do so now with great hesitation. The Supreme Court has never approved a suspicionless search involving bodily intrusion for a law enforcement purpose, and to do so here would be a substantial departure from traditional Fourth Amendment principles.
To some extent, this is true. The Court should not make new exceptions lightly. It has properly resisted adding dubious exceptions to the extant species. A biometric-identification exception, however, is more appropriate than the current approach of denying that fingerprinting is a search or pursuing the convoluted logic of finding that its primary purpose is not normal law enforcement, but then countenancing its use for this purpose. These strategies may work for the moment, but a well-cabined exception is more direct and may be valuable in analyzing a variety of biometric identification systems that are being researched and introduced.

As for the DNA identification technology,

“there are powerful crime-control reasons for a state to establish DNA databases for convicted offenders or arrestees, the databases can be structured to respect most individual privacy interests, they can be administered fairly, and they can be accommodated with a specific and limited exception to the warrant requirement. Consequently, it is neither heretical nor Quixotic to pose the question whether such an exception should be recognized.”

With the advent of DNA databases for arrestees, the Supreme Court soon may need to answer the question.
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